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A spin 1
2 particle propagating in a de Sitter background has a one parameter family of states which

transform covariantly under the isometry group of the background. These states are the fermionic
analogues of the �-vacua for a scalar field. We shall show how using a point-source propagator for a
fermion in an �-state produces divergent perturbative corrections. These corrections cannot be used to
cancel similar divergences arising from scalar fields in bosonic �-vacua since they have an incompatible
dependence on the external momenta. The theory can be regularized by modifying the propagator to
include an antipodal source.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While de Sitter space shares the same number of isome-
tries as Minkowski space, field theories exhibit some sur-
prising properties in this simplest of curved backgrounds.
An immediate example is the enormous stretching of
scales in de Sitter space which naturally connects short
distances in the past to large distances today. This rapid
expansion is a familiar and very appealing feature of
inflation [1]. During the slow-roll regime of inflation, for
which de Sitter space is an idealization, quantum fluctua-
tions grow exponentially large and eventually seed the
large scale structure of the universe. Depending upon the
Hubble scale and the duration of inflation, this large scale
structure could have been determined by fluctuations
which occurred at or well below the Planck scale. Most
models of inflation produce far more than the necessary 60
e-folds necessary to solve the horizon problem and this
connection between large scales and potentially Planckian
physics has been called the ‘‘trans-Planckian problem’’ of
inflation [2], although it has recently been viewed as more
of an opportunity, since it could allow the observation of
physics well beyond experimentally accessible scales,
most typically within an order of magnitude or two above
the Hubble scale during inflation. Nonthermal features of
the state for the field driving inflation tend to provide a
more robust signal of these trans-Planckian effects [3–9].

A further difference from Minkowski space is the exis-
tence of a much richer family of invariant or covariant
states in de Sitter space. For a free scalar field in a de Sitter
background, the states invariant under the SO�1; 4� isome-
try group can be distinguished by a complex parameter �,
although only real values of � correspond to CPT invariant
theories [10–12]. These �-vacua are not the lowest energy
eigenstates of a globally conserved Hamiltonian, as is the
case of the standard Poincaré-invariant vacuum of
Minkowski space, since de Sitter space does not admit a
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globally defined timelike Killing vector. Nevertheless, a
unique element in this infinite family, the Bunch-Davies
vacuum [13], can be selected by demanding that at short
distances or as the curvature of the de Sitter space is taken
to zero the state should match with the vacuum of
Minkowski space.

Both of these features emphasize the need for under-
standing quantum field theory—particularly the ideas of
decoupling and renormalization—in an expanding back-
ground starting from a nonstandard state. For this purpose
the �-vacua provide an ideal test case to study how these
ideas are to be modified in such a setting since the high
amount of symmetry of these nonthermal states allows
them to be readily analyzed analytically. It was recently
realized that, for a scalar field in an �-state, a point source
propagator does not produce a well behaved perturbation
theory [14–16]. One method for expressing this pathologi-
cal behavior is to impose a cutoff � on physical three-
momentum of the theory. Loop processes then diverge as
� ! 1 in such a way as cannot be canceled by simple
counterterms. For example, the one-loop correction to the
self-energy in a 	3 theory diverges linearly with � and the
dependence of this divergent term on the external momen-
tum does not match that of a 	2 counterterm [16]. The
resolution of these divergences came with the realization
that the propagator should be modified for these states to be
the Green’s function for two point sources [17–19].

In this article, we examine the structure and the proper-
ties of a spin 1

2 fermion in a de Sitter background, which
possesses its own one-parameter set of covariant states
[20–22]. One reason for doing so is to learn whether the
double source construction for the scalar field can be
circumvented by using fermionic loops to cancel the non-
renormalizable divergences from bosonic loops. While a
fermion loop correction to a scalar self-energy also di-
verges linearly with the cutoff �, here we show that this
divergence cannot be canceled by that of the bosonic loop,
even allowing an arbitrary fine-tuning of the relative values
of � for the scalar and the fermion fields.
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As with a bosonic �-vacuum, the peculiar divergences
in fermion loops arise from an inconsistency between the
single-source propagator and the fermionic �-state. In
some sense, the physical setting resembles a field theory
where we have imposed boundary conditions along an
initial time surface [23,24]. There, we must also modify
the propagator by adding an image source to obtain a
consistent perturbation theory; any new divergences that
result from this modification only appear as counterterms
restricted to the initial surface. The bulk theory is un-
changed. In de Sitter space, the inconsistency is also re-
solved by adding a new source term in the definition of the
propagator when in an �-state. The remarkable property of
de Sitter space is that there exists a special point, the
antipode, at which a source can be placed without breaking
the SO�1; 4� symmetry properties of the state. For a fer-
mion, the extra antipodal source entails some additional
Dirac structure.

The next section derives the �-states for a spin 1
2 Dirac

field in a de Sitter background. The �-propagator for a
point source is developed in Sec. III. We then show in
Sec. III A that a theory with a Yukawa coupling produces
divergences in the one-loop corrections to the scalar propa-
gator which cannot be canceled by adding simple counter-
terms to the Lagrangian nor do they cancel divergences
from analogous graphs where a scalar loop replaces the
fermion. Section IV shows that these divergences can be
avoided by modifying the propagator, adding an additional
source at the antipode, resulting in a renormalizable theory.
The final section concludes with comments on the relation
between �-vacua and the problem of quantizing a theory
with a specified initial state.
η

η

FIG. 1. The Penrose diagram for de Sitter space. The confor-
mally flat coordinates of Eq. (2.7) cover the unshaded region and
surfaces of constant � are as shown.
II. FERMIONS IN DE SITTER SPACE

The existence of the fermionic �-vacua was originally
established in [20]; here we present the structure of these
states in a conformally flat coordinate system. The action
for a free massive fermion propagating in a general curved
space-time is given by

S �
Z
d4x

�������
�g

p � �ie�a�aD� �m	 (2.1)

where the e�a is the vierbein defining a locally flat frame,

g��e�ae�b � �ab: (2.2)

Varying this action with respect to the fermion field yields
the Dirac equation,

�ie�a�aD� �m	 � 0: (2.3)

In a curved background, the covariant derivative includes a
term for the spin connection, !�ab,
024002
D� � @� 
 1
2!�ab�

ab (2.4)

where

�ab � 1
4��

a; �b	: (2.5)

In terms of the vierbein, the spin connection is given by

!�ab �
1
2e
�
a�@�eb� � @�eb�� �

1
2e
�
b�@�ea� � @�ea��

� 1
2e
�
ae
�
b�@�ec� � @�ec��e�

c: (2.6)

A standard choice for the coordinates of de Sitter space
[25] is provided by writing the metric in a conformally flat
form,

ds2 � g��dx
�dx� �

���dx
�dx�

H2�2 �
d�2 � d~x � d~x

H2�2 ;

(2.7)

where � 2 ��1; 0	 andH is the Hubble constant; we shall
most often choose our units so that H � 1 except later
when comparing analogous fermionic and bosonic loop
corrections. The spatial flatness of these coordinates per-
mits a simple expression for the fields and Green’s func-
tions for either a spatial or a momentum representation.
These coordinates are also equivalent to the standard set
used in inflation by defining H� � �e�Ht. Although they
cover only half of de Sitter space, indicated by the un-
shaded region of Fig. 1, the complementary patch is cov-
ered by an analogous set of coordinates given by taking
�! �A � �� with �A 2 �1; 0	.

In these coordinates, the vierbein becomes (withH � 1)

e�a � �#�a (2.8)

and the spin connection and the covariant derivative of a
spin 1

2 field are respectively

!�ab �
1

�
���b#

0
a � ��a#

0
b	 (2.9)

and
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D� � @� 

1

4�
��a��0; �a	; (2.10)

so that the Dirac equation is

i�0��@� � 3
2	 
 i� ~� � ~r �m � 0: (2.11)

Since the metric is spatially flat, a general fermion  �x� is
conveniently expanded in terms of positive and negative
frequency modes,

 �x� �
X
s��1

Z d3 ~k

�2%�3
�u�s�~k ���ei ~k� ~xb�s�~k 
 v�s�~k ���e�i ~k� ~xc�s�y~k 	

(2.12)

where the creation and annihilation operators obey the
following anticommutation relations

fb�r�~k ; b
�s�y
~k0

g � �2%�3#rs#3� ~k� ~k0�

fc�r�~k ; c
�s�y
~k0

g � �2%�3#rs#3� ~k� ~k0�:
(2.13)

All other anticommutators vanish.
The Dirac equation can be expressed either as two

coupled first order differential equations in terms of a
pair of two-component spinors or as two uncoupled second
order equations. Of the two constants of integration, one is
fixed the canonical equal-time anticommutation relation.
The spinor field  and its conjugate momentum,

% �
i

�3  
y; (2.14)

satisfy the relation,

f A��; ~x�; %B��; ~y�g � i#AB#
3� ~x� ~y�; (2.15)

where the indices in this equation refer to the components
of the Dirac spinors. This condition fixes the normalization
of the modes. Inserting the mode expansion of Eq. (2.12)
into this relation and applying Eq. (2.13), we find that the
components of the modes should satisfyX

s

��u�s�~k �A�u�s�y~k �B 
 �v�s�~k �A�v�s�y~k �B	 � �3#AB: (2.16)

The second constant of integration corresponds to specify-
ing the vacuum state of the fermion.

A. The Bunch-Davies vacuum

While it is not possible to define a globally conserved
energy in de Sitter space, with respect to which the vacuum
is the lowest energy state, a standard vacuum can be
selected by prescribing that, at distances much shorter
than the natural curvature length associated with de Sitter
space, the mode functions should match with the positive
and negative frequency solutions defined for flat space.
This prescription allows a theory in de Sitter space effec-
tively to inherit the renormalizability of the analogous
theory in flat space. This prescription generalizes that
024002
used by Bunch and Davies [13] to define the vacuum for
a scalar field, so we shall also refer to this state as the
‘‘Bunch-Davies vacuum.’’

Demanding that the leading time dependence of the
modes should satisfy u�s�k ��� / e�ikt and v�s�k ��� / eikt at
short distances completely fixes the mode functions,

u�s�~k ��� �

�������
%k

p

2
em%=2�2e�i+=2

H�2�
� �k��’�s�

k̂

isH�2�
��1�k��’

�s�
k̂

0@ 1A
(2.17)

and

v�s�~k ��� � �is

�������
%k

p

2
em%=2�2ei+=2

H�1�
���k��-

�s�
k̂

�isH�1�
1���k��-

�s�
k̂

0@ 1A:
(2.18)

In these expressions e�i+=2 represents an arbitrary phase.
The normalization of these mode spinors is consistent with
Eq. (2.16) since the Hankel functions satisfy the following
identity,

H�2�
� �z�H�1�

1���z� 
H�1�
���z�H

�2�
��1�z� � �

4i
%z

ei%�: (2.19)

The indices of the Hankel functions are related to the mass
of the fermion,

� � 1
2 
 im: (2.20)

The label s refers to the helicity of the mode. The two-
component spinors ’�s�

k̂
and -�s�

k̂
are eigenvectors of the

helicity operator,

k̂ � ~�’�s�
k̂

� s’�s�
k̂
; k̂ � ~�-�s�

k̂
� �s-�s�

k̂
; s � �1;

(2.21)

and they are related by

-�s�
k̂

� �i�2�’�s�
k̂
��: (2.22)

Further properties of these two-component spinors are
included in the appendix.

Note that the negative frequency modes are the charge
conjugates of the positive frequency modes,

v�s�~k ��� � C� �u�s�~k ���	T ; (2.23)

in the Dirac representation, the charge conjugation opera-
tor is given by C � i�0�2.
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B. The Mottola-Allen (MA) transform

We now define a new vacuum j�i which is annihilated
by the operators b��s�~k

and c��s�~k
, given by a Bogoliubov

transformation of the Bunch-Davies operators,

b��s�~k
� N��b

�s�
~k
� e�

�
c�s�y
� ~k

	

c��s�~k
� N��c

�s�
~k

 e�

�
b�s�y
� ~k

	
(2.24)

with

N� �
1����������������������

1
 e�
�
�

p : (2.25)

The fermionic �-vacuum is then defined to be the state
such that
024002
b��s�~k
j�i � c��s�~k

j�i � 0: (2.26)

This Bogoliubov transformation is the fermionic analogue
[20,21] of the transformation introduced by Mottola [11]
and Allen [12] to define the �-vacuum for a scalar field.

The MA transform also induces a transformation of the
mode functions,

u��s�~k
��� � N��u

�s�
~k
��� � e�v�s�

� ~k
���	

v��s�~k
��� � N��v

�s�
~k
��� 
 e�

�
u�s�
� ~k
���	:

(2.27)

In terms of the conformally flat patch, the �modes assume
the form
u��s�~k
��� � N�

�������
%k

p

2
em%=2�2e�i+=2

�H�2�
� �k�� 
 ise�ei+H�1�

���k��	’
�s�
k̂

is�H�2�
��1�k�� � ise�ei+H�1�

1���k��	’
�s�
k̂

0@ 1A (2.28)

and

v��s�~k
��� � �isN�

�������
%k

p

2
em%=2�2ei+=2

�H�1�
���k�� 
 ise�

�
e�i+H�2�

� �k��	-�s�
k̂

�is�H�1�
1���k�� � ise�

�
e�i+H�2�

��1�k��	-
�s�
k̂

0@ 1A; (2.29)
1To distinguish the �-propagators used in this section from
those used in the next, we write the former using script charac-
ters, e.g., SF�, while the latter will be written as SF�. These latter
are the Green’s functions associated with two sources. Green’s
functions without an explicit � index are those for the Bunch-
Davies limit, which is the same function in either case.
respectively. Note that the � modes are also charge con-
jugates of each other,

v��s�~k
� C� �u��s�~k

���	T: (2.30)

For simplicity, we include an � index for the mode func-
tions associated with the fermionic � state so that mode
functions written without an index always refer to the
Bunch-Davies (�! �1) state.

III. PROPAGATION—POINT SOURCES

The correct prescription for defining the propagator
depends on the state being considered. This dependence
is very familiar in systems with boundary conditions; for
example, in flat space, if we were to choose Neumann
boundary conditions at some initial time (so that time
derivatives vanish there), the ordinary free-field propagator
is not consistent with these conditions—since the

-functions that enforce the time-ordering are not consis-
tent with Neumann boundary conditions. By adding a
fictitious image source at the same position but with the
opposite displacement in time as the physical source, we
obtain a consistent structure for the time-ordering in the
propagator [23]. The extra source encodes the propagation
of the initial state information.

In de Sitter space, the enhanced family of SO�1; 4�
covariant states, which is linked with the existence of
antipodal pairs of points, makes the construction of the
propagator more subtle than in flat space where only the
unique vacuum state transforms consistently with the
Poincaré invariance of the background. In this section we
show how the most naive generalization of the flat space
propagator,1
�ie�a �aD� �m	SF��x; y� �
#4�x� y��������������

�g�x�
p 1; (3.1)
is only appropriate for the Bunch-Davies state. What
emerges when we study the loop corrections in an
�-state is an inconsistency in this definition. It is reflected
in a dependence on antipodal points on the left side of the
equation which is absent from the right side.

We begin by separating the propagator SF��x; y� in
Eq. (3.1) into two-point functions,
S F
��x; y� � 
��� �0�S>� �x; y� �
��0 � ��S<� �x; y�

(3.2)
where
-4
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S >
� �x; y� � ih�j �x� � �y�j�i

� i
Z d3 ~k

�2%�3
ei ~k�� ~x� ~y�

X
s

u��s�~k
��� �u��s�~k

��0�

S<� �x; y� � ih�j � �y� �x�j�i

� i
Z d3 ~k

�2%�3
ei ~k�� ~x� ~y�

X
s

v��s�
� ~k

��� �v��s�
� ~k

��0�:

(3.3)

with x � ��; ~x� and y � ��0; ~y�. The momentum represen-
tation of the two-point functions then corresponds to the
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appropriate sum over products of spinors,

S >
�; ~k

��;�0� � i
X
s

u��s�~k
��� �u��s�~k

��0�

S<
�; ~k

��;�0� � i
X
s

v��s�
� ~k

��� �v��s�
� ~k

��0�
(3.4)

The sums over the Dirac spinors can be more compactly
expressed in terms of the corresponding spin sum for the
Bunch-Davies state, with some terms evaluated at antipo-
dal points. Using the spinor modes in Eqs. (2.17) and
(2.18), we have
S>~k ��;�
0� �

i%k
4
em%���0�2

H�2�
� �k��H�1�

1���k�
0� � 1 H�2�

� �k��H�1�
���k�0� � ik̂ � ~�

H�2�
��1�k��H

�1�
1���k�

0� � ik̂ � ~� �H�2�
��1�k��H

�1�
���k�0� � 1

" #

S<~k ��;�
0� �

i%k
4
em%���0�2

H�1�
���k��H

�2�
��1�k�

0� � 1 �H�1�
���k��H

�2�
� �k�0� � ik̂ � ~�

�H�1�
1���k��H

�2�
��1�k�

0� � ik̂ � ~� �H�1�
1���k��H

�2�
� �k�0� � 1

" # (3.5)
where the lack of an � label indicates the values for the
Bunch-Davies limit. If we note that

H�2�
� �z� � �H�1�

����z� H�1�
� �z� � �H�2�

����z� (3.6)

and define the following Dirac operator

M � ik̂ � ~��5 �
ik̂ � ~� 0
0 �ik̂ � ~�

" #
; (3.7)

then we can formally write the Dirac structure of the
S>� �x; y� part of the propagator as

S >
�; ~k

��;�0� � N2
�fS>~k ��;�

0�


 e�
�
�
MS>~k ���;��

0�My

� e�ei+MS>~k ���;�
0�

� e�
�
e�i+S>~k ��;��

0�Myg (3.8)

while that of the S<� �x; y� part is

S <
�; ~k

��;�0� � N2
�fS<~k ��;�

0�


 e�
�
�
MS<~k ���;��

0�My

� e�
�
e�i+MS<~k ���;�

0�

� e�ei+S<~k ��;��
0�Myg: (3.9)

Recall that in conformally flat coordinates the antipodes
associated with points x and y can be formally written as
xA � ���; ~x� and yA � ���0; ~y�. By defining the Fourier
transform of the operator M to be ~M, we can write the
position-space representation of the two-point functions as
S >
� �x; y� � N2

�fS
>
E �x; y� 
 e�
�

� ~MS>E �xA; yA�
~My

� e�ei+ ~MS>E �xA; y� � e�
�
e�i+S>E �x; yA�

~Myg

S<� �x; y� � N2
�fS<E �x; y� 
 e�
�

� ~MS<E �xA; yA�
~My

� e�
�
e�i+ ~MS<E �xA; y� � e�ei+S<E �x; yA�

~Myg:

(3.10)

From the expression for M in Eq. (3.7), note that ~M �

� ~My is an anti-Hermitian operator. In these expressions,
it is understood that the operator M (My) acts on the
nearest argument of the two-point function to the right
(left).

When written in terms of antipodal coordinates, we can
begin to see how loop corrections from fermions, based
upon the � propagator defined in Eq. (3.2), lead to exactly
the same new divergences as arose in the �-vacua of a
scalar field in de Sitter space. In the large momentum limit,
k � j ~kj ! 1, the two-point functions simplify consider-
ably since the Hankel functions become proportional to
exponentials; for example, the leading behavior of the
Bunch-Davies spin sums are given byX

s

u�s�~k ��� �u�s�~k ��0� !
���0�3=2

2k
e�ik����

0��k�0 � ~k � ~�	

(3.11)

andX
s

v�s�
� ~k
��� �v�s�

� ~k
��0� !

���0�3=2

2k
eik����

0��k�0 
 ~k � ~�	:

(3.12)

Therefore, the Fourier components of the S>� �x; y� two-
point function in the high momentum limit reduce to
-5
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S >
�; ~k

��;�0� ! iN2
�
���0�3=2

2k
fe�ik����

0��k�0 � ~k � ~�	


 e�
�
�
eik����

0��5�
0�k�0 � ~k � ~�	�5�

0

� e�ei+eik��
�
0��5�0�k�0 � ~k � ~�	

� e�
�
e�i+e�ik��
�

0��k�0 � ~k � ~�	�5�
0g

(3.13)

while for the S<� �x; y� two-point function,

S <
�; ~k

��;�0� ! iN2
�
���0�3=2

2k
feik����

0��k�0 
 ~k � ~�	


 e�
�
�
e�ik����

0��5�0�k�0 
 ~k � ~�	�5�0

� e�
�
e�i+e�ik��
�

0��5�
0�k�0 
 ~k � ~�	

� e�ei+eik��
�
0��k�0 
 ~k � ~�	�5�0g:

(3.14)

Different signs appear in the �k�0 � ~k � ~�	 factors since we
have chosen the same sign for the three momentum in
Eq. (3.3) in both cases when defining the Fourier modes.

In the Bunch-Davies limit, the 
-functions in the propa-
gator keep the momentum dependence in the exponentials
from canceling between different lines in a loop. For
example, in a loop consisting of two propagators through
which momenta ~p and ~p� ~k flow, respectively, the

-functions only allow the products
S>~p ��;�

0�S<
~p� ~k

��0; �� and S<~p ��;�
0�S>

~p� ~k
��0; �� to appear.

From Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), these products are propor-
tional, respectively, to e�ip����

0�e�ij ~p� ~kj����0� and
eip����

0�eij ~p� ~kj����0� in the p � j ~pj ! 1 limit. Since the
p-dependent parts of the phases do not cancel, it is possible
to define a consistent i5 prescription that renders the
integral over p finite.

The appearance of all possible phases in the � case
immediately indicates that the time-ordering inherited
from the Bunch-Davies limit will always produce some
phase cancellation. As an example, the product
S>�; ~p��;�

0�S<
�; ~p� ~k

��0; �� also occurs in the � case, since

the 
-function structure is identical; but in this product
now occur terms proportional to
e�
�

�
e�ip����

0�eij ~p� ~kj����0�, e�
�
�
eip��
�

0�e�ij ~p� ~kj��
�0�

and their complex conjugates. In the p! 1 limit, the
p-dependent part of these phases cancels so that the loop
integral will divergence if sufficiently many powers of p
appear in the loop integrand. Stated differently, these loops
contain pinched singularities [14].

This phase cancellation is a first indication that in using
a single #-function source we have not constructed a
Green’s function which is compatible with the underlying
structure of the state. We next establish that the pathologies
which arise when we use this propagator do not fortui-
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tously cancel among various divergent terms in an actual
perturbative correction.

A. Loop corrections from fermions

To understand these pathologies better, we examine a
simple one-loop graph in a theory with a scalar and a spinor
interacting through a Yukawa coupling,

L � � �ie�a �aD� �m	 
 1
2@�	@

�	� 1
2�

2	2

� g	 �  
 � � � : (3.15)

Later we include as well a scalar self-interaction term,

L int � � � � � 1
6�	

3; (3.16)

to be able to compare the corrections from a fermion and a
scalar loop to the self-energy of the scalar field, as shown in
Fig. 2.

Since de Sitter space lacks a well-defined S-matrix [26],
we evaluate the self-energy corrections to the scalar using
the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism [27–29] which essen-
tially corresponds to time-evolving both the ‘‘in’’ and
‘‘out’’ states of a matrix element. This evolution is accom-
plished by formally doubling the interactions of the theory,
writing the interacting part of the Hamiltonian as

HI � g
Z 1

�0

d3 ~x

�4 �	
 � 
 
 �	� � � �	; (3.17)

with an analogous field doubling for the scalar self-
interaction. In essence, the first term represents the effect
of time-evolving the ‘‘in’’ state while the second results
from time-evolving the ‘‘out’’ state. We assume the system
is initially in a general �-state,

jin��0�i � jout��0�i � j~�;�i; (3.18)

where ~� is the parameter for the bosonic vacuum and � is
the parameter for the fermionic state. When evaluating the
contraction of two fields, there are four possibilities for
each field depending upon whether the states are labeled
with a �. The important feature of this formal field dou-
bling is that the time-ordering is such that the arguments of
the � fields always occur after and in the opposite order as
those of the 
 fields. Thus the four possible contractions of
two spinors yield four propagators,
-6
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S


� �x;y��
����0�S>� �x;y��
��0 ���S<� �x;y�

S��
� �x;y��
��0 ���S>� �x;y��
����0�S<� �x;y�

S�

� �x;y��S>� �x;y�

S
�
� �x;y���S<� �x;y�: (3.19)

Notice that the time-ordering of a contraction of two �
fields, S��

� , is the opposite that of a contraction of two 

fields, S



� . The structure of the contractions of scalar
fields is analogous. A more extensive discussion of the
Schwinger-Keldysh formalism as applied to de Sitter space
is contained in [16,19]. There we show that time-evolution
of the matrix element of an operator O from the initial
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j~�;�i state at � � �0 is given by

h~�;�jT�O���e
�i
R

1

�0
d�0�HI� 
;	
��HI� �;	��	

	j~�;�i

h~�;�jT�e
�i
R

1

�0
d�0�HI� 
;	
��HI� �;	��	

�j~�;�i
:

(3.20)

In a generic fermionic �-state, the self-energy correction
to the scalar propagator contains some terms which diverge
linearly in terms of a cutoff � imposed on the integral of
the loop three-momentum. If we define the Fourier trans-
form of the fermion loop correction in Fig. 2 as

�i
Z d3 ~k

�2%�3
ei ~k�� ~x� ~y��f

~k
��;�0�; (3.21)

then the linearly divergent term is
�f
~k
��;�0� �

ig2

%2

�

kH2 e
�
��

N4
�

Z �

�0

d�1

�1
�G>

~�;k��;�1� � G<
~�;k��;�1�	

Z �0

�0

d�2

�2
�G>

~�;k��
0; �2� � G<

~�;k��
0; �2�	

�

�
sink��1 � �2� � k��1 � �2� cosk��1 � �2�

��1 � �2�
3 


sink��1 
 �2� � k��1 
 �2� cosk��1 
 �2�

��1 
 �2�
3



 � � � :

(3.22)
The functions G>;<
~�;k are the Fourier transforms of the

Wightman functions for the scalar field,

G >
~� �x; y� � G<

~� �y; x� � h~�j	�x�	�y�j~�i: (3.23)

Here we have only explicitly written the new divergent part
for the �-vacuum although the full self-energy correction
contains other finite terms as well as some divergent terms
which can be canceled by a mass counterterm. These latter
terms survive in the Bunch-Davies limit and correspond to
the usual need to renormalize the theory, which occurs
even in flat space.

An unrenormalized interacting field theory in flat space
typically has divergent corrections. The theory remains
predictive since these divergences can be removed by
defining rescaled fields and couplings, in terms of which
the perturbative corrections are small and finite for small
couplings. This process is possible since the divergent parts
of diagrams come from the region, in position space, where
a loop shrinks to a point. Thus such divergences are can-
celed with local counterterms.

The divergences in the �-states are quite different. If we
shrink the loop in Fig. 2 to a point, it might appear that the
divergence in Eq. (3.22) could be canceled by the insertion
of a mass counterterm,

L c:t: � �1
2#m

2	2 
 � � � : (3.24)

However, the resulting leading correction to the self-
energy from a mass counterterm yields instead
�c:t:
~k
��;�0� � �#m2

�Z min��;�0�

�0

d�1

�4
1

�G>
~�;k��;�1� �G<

~�;k��;�1�	�G
>
~�;k��

0; �1� �G<
~�;k��

0; �1�	



Z �

�0

d�1

�4
1

�G>
~�;k��;�1� �G<

~�;k��;�1�	G
<
~�;k��

0; �1� 

Z �0

�0

d�1

�4
1

G<
~�;k��;�1��G

>
~�;k��

0; �1� � G<
~�;k��

0; �1�	

�
:

(3.25)

The important feature of this contribution is that its dependence on the external momentum, k � j ~kj, differs from that of the
divergence from the fermion loop. This difference means that there is no constant choice for #m2 which removes the
divergence.

For comparison, the loop correction from a cubic scalar vertex 1
6�	

3 is [16]

�b
~k
��;�0� � �

i�2

8%2

�

kH4 e
~�
~�� ~N4

~�

Z �

�0

d�1

�2
1

�G>
~�;k��;�1� �G<

~�;k��;�1�	
Z �1

�0

d�2

�2
2

�G>
~�;k��;�2� �G<

~�;k��;�2�	

�

�
sink��1 � �2�

�1 � �2



sink��1 
 �2�

�1 
 �2



 � � � (3.26)
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where we have let the scalar field be in an ~�-vacuum. ~N ~� is
the bosonic normalization,

~N ~� �
1����������������������

1� e~�
~��
p : (3.27)

In order to be able to compare the self-energy corrections
from bosonic and fermionic loops, we have restored the
Hubble scale H in these expressions. Here also the
k-dependence prevents the possibility of using the
	-loop in Eq. (3.26) to cancel the divergence from the
original  -loop in Eq. (3.22).

IV. PROPAGATION—ANTIPODAL SOURCES

The divergences in the loop corrections for a field in an
�-state are not renormalizable in the sense that they cannot
be canceled by a counterterm which contributes through an
analogous graph with the loop shrunk to a point. In the case
of the standard scalar �-vacuum, these divergences are
removed, not by modifying the interaction part of the
Lagrangian, but rather by altering the propagator. This
approach emerges naturally from a generalized time-
ordering prescription [17,19] or by regarding the �-states
as squeezed states [18]. In either case the propagator is
given by the sum of two Bunch-Davies propagators,

GF
~��x; y� � A~�G

F
E�x; y� 
 B~�G

F
E�xA; y�; (4.1)

corresponding to placing sources at x � y and xA � y,
weighted appropriately. Here GF

E�x; y� is the Bunch-
Davies propagator for a scalar field,

GF
E�x; y� � 
��� �0�hEj	��; ~x�	��0; ~y�jEi



��0 � ��hEj	��0; ~y�	��; ~x�jEi: (4.2)

The values for A~� and B~� differ slightly among the various
prescriptions but they agree for CPT-invariant (real ~�)
theories [17,18]. The removal of the divergent terms does
not depend on the detailed form for these coefficients.

In this section, we generalize this prescription to the
fermionic �-states. The origin of the divergences of the last
section lay essentially in an inconsistency in the nonlocal
features of the two-point functions in Eqs. (3.10) and the
time-ordering prescription given in Eq. (3.2). The time-
ordering was chosen so that the propagator was the Green’s
function associated with a single point source, which was
appropriate for the standard vacuum choice. However, for a
nonstandard choice for the initial state, the propagator must
be appropriately modified to be compatible with that state.
In this section we describe this modification, which leads
to an essentially unique prescription for obtaining a renor-
malizable theory in an �-state.

Consider a propagator of the following form,

SF��x; y� � A�S
F
E�x; y� 
 B� ~MSFE�xA; y�: (4.3)

We shall demonstrate that this propagator yields no new
nonrenormalizable loop divergences such as occurred in
024002
the previous section. The operator ~M again corresponds to
the Fourier transform of the Dirac operator M defined in
Eq. (3.7) and is always understood to act on the Dirac index
of the spinor that depends on the antipodal coordinate. The
part of the propagator which depends on the antipode xA is
given explicitly by

�i ~MSFE�xA; y� � 
��A � �0�hEj ~M �xA� � �y�jEi

�
��0 � �A�hEj � �y� ~M �xA�jEi

(4.4)

with

~M �xA� �
X
s

Z d3 ~k

�2%�3
�e�i+v�s�

� ~k
���ei ~k� ~xb�s�~k

� ei+u�s�
� ~k
���e�i ~k� ~xc�s�y~k 	 (4.5)

in conformally flat coordinates. Here jEi represents the
fermionic Bunch-Davies state.

The structure of this �-propagator is essentially unique
since the terms SFE�x; yA�

~My and ~MSFE�xA; yA�
~My are

related to those already present,

SFE�x; yA�
~My � ~MSFE�xA; y�

~MSFE�xA; yA�
~My � �SFE�x; y�:

(4.6)

Here we have used that antipodal times have the opposite
ordering, 
��A � �0

A� � 
��0 � ��. Thus, once we have
chosen the time-ordering of the individual terms within the
� propagator to be consistent with that of the associated
Euclidean two-point functions, Eq. (4.3) represents the
most general structure. Note that since ~M is anti-
Hermitian, the sign which would have appeared on the
right side of the first line in Eq. (4.6) is canceled.

A. The path integral with two sources

The free-field generating functional,

W0�:; �:	 �

R
D D � ei

R
d4x

�����
�g

p
fL0�x�
 �:�x���x�
 ���x�:�x�gR

D D � ei
R
d4x

�����
�g

p
L0�x�

;

(4.7)

is constructed so that a functional derivative with respect to
each of the sources yields the correct propagator,�
�i

#

# �:�x�

�
i

#

# �:�y�


W0�:; �:	j:� �:�0 �

h�jT� �x� � �y�	j�i � �iSF��x; y�: (4.8)

Since the propagator in this theory contains both the x and
its antipode xA, the source should couple to the field at both
points which is represented in the generating functional by
the spinor field ��x�,

��x� � a� �x� 
 b� ~M �xA�; (4.9)
-8
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which through a change of coordinates can be written as
coupling the spinor  �x� to sources �:�x� and �:�xA�. We
assume that a� and b� are real. Extracting the propagator
from W0�:; �:	, we obtain Eq. (4.3) when

A� � a2� � b2� and B� � 2a�b�: (4.10)

The free generating functional can also be written in a
form that is quadratic in the sources. If we shift the fermion
field by replacing  �x� with

 �x� �
Z
d4y

�������
�g

p
SF��x; y�

a� �y� � b� ~M �yA�

a2� 
 b2�
;

(4.11)

the generating functional becomes

W0�:; �:	 � e�i
R
d4x

�����
�g

p R
d4y

�����
�g

p �:�x�SF��x;y�:�y�: (4.12)

The generating functional for an interacting theory is
given by extending the Lagrangian in the path integral to
include interactions,

W�:; �:	 �

R
D D � ei

R
d4x

�����
�g

p
fL�x�
 �:�x���x�
 ���x�:�x�gR

D D � ei
R
d4x

�����
�g

p
L�x�

:

(4.13)

For illustration, we examine a general Yukawa interaction
of the form

L int � � V1�x� 
 � ��V2�x� 
 H:c:	 
 ��V3�x��:

(4.14)
024002
For generality, we have coupled a complete set of fermion
bilinears constructed from the local field  �x� and the
nonlocal field ��x� given in Eq. (4.9) to potentials V1�x�,
V2�x� and V3�x� which could represent other fields present
in the theory and can include a nontrivial Dirac structure as
well. We have included a general set of interactions, in-
cluding terms which contain an antipodal dependence,
since the sources : and �: have already introduced some
antipodal nonlocality into the theory.

The fields that appear in the interactions, whether a  �x�
or ��x� field, determine the corresponding functional de-
rivative required to rewrite W�:; �:	 in terms of W0�:; �:	.
Since both � �x� and � �xA� couple to the source :�x�, the
functional derivative used to extract a factor of � �x� is
constructed remove the antipodal term,

#
#��x�

�
1

a2� 
 b2�

�
a�

#
#:�x�

� b� ~My #
#:�xA�


; (4.15)

thus, for example,

#
#��x�

Z
d4y

�������
�g

p ���y�:�y� � � � �x�: (4.16)

A simple functional derivative, with respect to :�x�, ex-
tracts instead the linear combination ��x�,

#
#:�x�

Z
d4y

�������
�g

p ���y�:�y� � � ���x�: (4.17)

Therefore, for the Yukawa interactions given in Eq. (4.14)
the corresponding generating functional is
W�:; �:	 �
ei
R
d4x

�����
�g

p
f��if#=#��x�g�V1�x��if#=#��x�g�
���if#=#:�x�g�V2�x��if#=#��x�g�
H:c:�
��if#=#:�x�g�V3�x��if#=#:�x�g�gW0�:; �:	

ei
R
d4x

�����
�g

p
f��if#=#��x�g�V1�x��if#=#��x�g�
���if#=#:�x�g�V2�x��if#=#��x�g�
H:c:�
��if#=#:�x�g�V3�x��if#=#:�x�g�gW0�:; �:	j:� �:�0

:

(4.18)
The appearance of the different types of interactions
leads to a richer propagator structure depending upon
whether the contraction is between an internal or an exter-
nal vertex and the type of interaction. An n; �n-point func-
tion with n external  lines and �n external � lines is given
by

h�jT� �x1� � � � �xn� � �y1� � � � � �y �n�	j�i

�
Yn
i�1

�
�i

#

# �:�xi�

Y�n
j�1

�
i

#
#:�yj�


W0�:; �:	j:� �:�0

(4.19)

which also implicitly generalizes the time-ordering used in
the �-vacuum to products of more than two fields. Thus an
external point is always associated with a #

#: or a #
# �:

derivative. The functional derivative for an internal vertex,
however, can be either of these as well as #

#� or #
# ��

depend-

ing upon the form of the interaction, as indicated in
Eq. (4.18). A theory whose interactions only contain the
field ��x� will only contain � propagators, defined in
Eq. (4.3). But a theory with only local interactions, depend-
ing solely on  �x�, or mixed interactions, as in the term
coupled to V2�x� in Eq. (4.14), will contain several sets of
propagators—either a purely Bunch-Davies propagator,

�iSFE�x; y� �
�
�i

#

#��x�

�
i

#
#��y�


W0�:; �:	j:� �:�0;

(4.20)

a mixed propagator,

�iSFm�x; y� � �i�a�S
F
E�x; y� 
 b� ~MSFE�xA; y�	

�

�
�i

#

# ���x�

�
i

#
#:�y�


W0�:; �:	j:� �:�0

�

�
�i

#

# �:�x�

�
i

#
#��y�


W0�:; �:	j:� �:�0

(4.21)
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or a genuine �-propagator,

�iSF��x;y��
�
�i

#

#:�x�

�
i
#

#:�y�


W0�:; �:	j:� �:�0;

(4.22)
here the �-propagator is that given in Eq. (4.3) and not the
propagator corresponding to a single point source, as dis-
cussed in Sec. III.

One of the consequences of Eq. (4.20) is that a theory
with only local interactions, so that ��x� does not appear in
Lint, automatically has the same divergence structure in
loop corrections as a theory in the Bunch-Davies vacuum.
Consequently, the counterterms and the renormalization is
identical to the usual vacuum state. The only source of
�-dependence is that which occurs in the external legs
which will be mixed propagators, Eq. (4.21).

A more interesting scenario, which more closely resem-
bles the real-time-ordering prescription applied to a scalar
theory in [17], is to consider a theory constructed only out
of the linear combination ��x�. In this case, all of the
fermion propagators in a diagram are �-propagators and
the renormalization differs slightly from that of the Bunch-
Davies limit [19]. In the next section we shall show that
even with the additional antipodal terms in the double
source � propagator, no phase cancellation occurs in the
UV region of the loop momentum which produced the
nonrenormalizable divergences seen in the previous
section.

B. Loop corrections in a theory with antipodal sources

As an example we examine a theory with a nonlocal
Yukawa interaction of the special form,

L int � �g� ���: (4.23)

For complete generality, we have coupled the linear com-
bination ��x� which yields only �-propagators in the
diagrams to a similar linear combination for the scalar
024002
field [19],

��x� �
1���
2

p �A~� 

�������������������
A2

~� � B2
~�

q
	1=2	�x�



1���
2

p
B~�

�A~� 

�������������������
A2

~� � B2
~�

q
	1=2

	�xA�; (4.24)

constructed so that the scalar lines in a graph correspond to
the bosonic �-propagator of Eq. (4.1). As before, each field
can be in a different invariant state, as we have denoted by
writing different labels for the scalar, ~�, and spinor, �,
states.

The leading correction to the scalar propagator is given
by the one-loop graph shown in Fig. 3. The only new
element for the Schwinger-Keldysh approach is to state
how the additional antipodal propagators affect the struc-
ture of a contraction between  � fermions,

S



�; ~k
��;�0��A�
����0�S>~k ��;�

0�

�A�
��0 ���S<~k ��;�
0�


B�MS>~k ���;�
0�

S��

�; ~k
��;�0��A�
��0 ���S>~k ��;�

0�

�A�
����0�S<~k ��;�
0�

�B�S
<
~k
��;��0�My

S�


�; ~k
��;�0��A�S

>
~k
��;�0�
B�MS>~k ���;�

0�

S
�

�; ~k
��;�0���A�S<~k ��;�

0��B�S<~k ��;��
0�My: (4.25)

Note that the additional terms can be written with either
coordinate evaluated at the antipode using the relation

MS>~k ���;�
0� � �S<~k ��;��

0�My (4.26)

which follows directly from Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7).
With these forms for the propagators, we find
��1�
k ��;�0���ig2

Z �

�0

d�1

�4
1

Z min��0;�1�

�0

d�2

�4
2

� ~G>
k ��;�1�� ~G<

k ��;�1�	� ~G
>
k ��

0;�2�L
>;<
k ��1;�2�� ~G<

k ��
0;�2�L

<;>
k ��1;�2�	


 ig2
Z �0

�0

d�2

�4
2

Z min��;�2�

�0

d�1

�4
1

� ~G<
k ��;�1�L

>;<
k ��1;�2�� ~G>

k ��;�1�L
<;>
k ��1;�2�	� ~G

>
k ��

0;�2�� ~G<
k ��

0;�2�	

� ig2
Z �

�0

d�1

�4
1

Z �1

�0

d�2

�4
2

� ~G>
k ��;�1�� ~G<

k ��;�1�	 ~G
<
k ��

0;�2��L
>;<
k ��1;�2��L

<;>
k ��1;�2�	


 ig2
Z �0

�

d�2

�4
2

Z �2

�

d�1

�4
1

~G<
k ��;�1�� ~G

>
k ��

0;�2�� ~G<
k ��

0;�2�	�L
>;<
k ��1;�2��L

<;>
k ��1;�2�	: (4.27)
FIG. 3. The leading loop correction to the scalar propagator
from a theory with a special nonlocal Yukawa coupling to a
fermion, �g� ���.
In this expression the fermionic loop integrals have been
written as

L>;<k ��1;�2��
Z
d3 ~ptr�~S>~p ��1;�2�~S

<
~p� ~k

��2;�1�	

L<;>k ��1;�2��
Z
d3 ~ptr�~S<~p ��1;�2�~S

>
~p� ~k

��2;�1�	

(4.28)
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and we have grouped together the two-point functions to
include both ordinary and antipodal pieces; for the fermi-
ons we have

~S>~k ��1; �2� � A�S
>
~k
��1; �2� 
 B�MS>~k ���1; �2�

~S<~k ��1; �2� � A�S
<
~k
��1; �2� 
 B�S

<
~k
��1;��2�M

y

(4.29)

while for the scalar field,

~G>;<
k ��;�0� � A~�G

>;<
k ��;�0� 
 B~�G>

k ���;�
0�:

(4.30)

In the ultraviolet region of the loop integral, the leading
p-dependence of either integral in Eq. (4.28) is the same,

tr�~S>~p ��1; �2�~S
<
~p� ~k

��2; �1�	 ! ���1�2�
3�1
 p̂ � dp� k	

� �A2
�e�i�p
j ~p� ~kj	��1��2�

� B2
�e

i�p
j ~p� ~kj	��1
�2�	


 � � � : (4.31)

Note that there is no longer any phase cancellation in the
far UVof the loop integral, such as occurred in the previous
section. In fact, the second term will never present any new
divergences since �1 
 �2 < 0 and it is always possible to
define an i5 prescription which renders the B2

�-term finite.
The remaining term, proportional to A2

�, has exactly the
same structure as the loop divergence in the Bunch-Davies
vacuum. It can be renormalized therefore in the same way
as in the standard vacuum through a wave function and
mass renormalization.

C. Discussion

While the construction of the two-source propagator
arose from a need to remove the nonrenormalizable diver-
gences that appeared for the single-source propagator, it
can be viewed from the more general vantage of the need to
write the propagator consistently with the initial state. This
perspective should apply even if the state we are using is
well behaved in the ultraviolet—approaching the Bunch-
Davies state at short distances—but dramatically different
at longer distances, such as the ‘‘truncated �-vacua’’ [6,8].
It would be useful to learn whether using the construction
here leads to a different estimate for the size of trans-
Planckian effects in the cosmic microwave background.

The existence of fermionic �-states can lead to a more
important role for fermions in inflation than is usually
assumed. For example, when the inflaton is coupled to a
fermion in a nonthermal state, the loop corrections can be
significantly larger than would be expected from the
Bunch-Davies vacuum [8]. Moreover, since this effect
only depends on the state of the field in the loop, it can
occur even when the inflaton is itself in the Bunch-Davies
vacuum. The presence of many potential fermionic degrees
024002
of freedom in the standard model allows for further en-
hancement, depending upon what fraction of the fermions
are in a nonthermal state during inflation.

It is important to note that if the �-vacua are to be
applied to a model for inflation, then the model must allow
for their decay once the inflationary phase has ended. Just
as with the scalar �-vacuum, the value of � today for a
fermion is severely constrained by cosmic ray measure-
ments. The values of � during inflation and during a
possible de Sitter phase today, however, do not need to
be the same. The �-states are only the vacua of a pure de
Sitter background; the de Sitter symmetry is clearly broken
in our universe. Nothing therefore precludes the decay of �
to an observationally acceptable value after inflation has
ended [6,30].
V. CONCLUSIONS

While interesting in itself, the �-vacuum is perhaps even
more valuable as an illustration of the new elements re-
quired to describe the propagation of a field in a state other
than the standard vacuum. One of these new elements is
that the propagator is modified. In the � case, it becomes
the Green’s function associated with two sources; one
corresponds to the physical source while the other is lo-
cated at its antipode. The antipodal source encodes the
effect of the background state on the propagation of a
fermion very analogously to how a fictitious image charge
encodes the effects of a conducting plate on the propaga-
tion of a charge in classical electrodynamics.

Ultimately we would like to extend this formalism to a
generic initial state in a general Robertson-Walker back-
ground. The enormous stretching of scales during inflation
would suggest that the power spectrum of the cosmic
microwave background should be sensitive to the details
of a field theory in the deeply ultraviolet region. However,
the observed spectrum is still completely consistent with
having the inflaton—and all other fields which could
appreciably affect it, such as the fermions discussed
here—in the Bunch-Davies vacuum. What is needed to
reconcile these two observations is an extension of the
principle of decoupling to rapidly expanding backgrounds.

In flat space, we have a well-defined prescription for
understanding the corrections from a more fundamental
theory valid at high energies on the effective theories we
apply at low energies [31]. Similarly, we need to consider
the size of the error we make in choosing a Bunch-Davies
state when the actual short distance properties of the state
are different. To do so requires being able to renormalize
the theory in that state. By examining the �-vacuum, we
have learned that the propagator must be modified to obtain
the correctly renormalized theory. More generally, while
the �-states respect the background space-time symme-
tries, an arbitrary initial state does not. This lessened
symmetry means that we must also renormalize the initial
state [23,24]. When such a program has been completed,
-11
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we shall be able to understand the extent to which our
ignorance of the short distance details of the state can be
exchanged for a scale-dependent, renormalized initial state
and, more importantly, the size of the corrections we can
expect to observe.
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APPENDIX: HELICITY EIGENSTATES

Throughout this article, we work in the Dirac represen-
tation for the �-matrices,

�0 �
1 0
0 �1

� �
~� �

0 ~�
� ~� 0

� �
�5 �

0 1
1 0

� �
:

(A1)

The two-component positive and negative helicity ei-
genspinors are denoted, respectively, by’�s�

k̂
and -�s�

k̂
. Their

normalizations are fixed to satisfyX
s

�’�s�
k̂
	i�’�s�y

k̂
	j � #ij;X

s

�-�s�
k̂
	i�-�s�y

k̂
	j � #ij

(A2)

and X
s

s�’�s�
k̂
	i�’�s�y

k̂
	j � �k̂ � ~�	ij;X

s

s�-�s�
k̂
	i�-�s�y

k̂
	j � ��k̂ � ~�	ij

(A3)
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where the indices i and j refer to the components of the
spinors. If in addition we would like these spinors to obey
’�s�

�k̂
� -�s�

k̂
, then this condition, along with Eqs. (2.21) and

(A2), is enough to fix the form of the helicity eigenspinors,

’�
�

k̂
� �-���

k̂
�
e�i#���
2

p

k̂x�ik̂y��������
1�k̂z

p��������������
1� k̂z

q
0B@

1CA
’���

k̂
� -�
�

k̂
�
ei#���
2

p
�

��������������
1� k̂z

q
k̂x
ik̂y��������
1�k̂z

p

0B@
1CA

(A4)

where

e2i# � �i

����������������
k̂2x 
 k̂2y

q
k̂x 
 ik̂y

: (A5)

Note that these two-component spinors satisfy

-�
�

k̂
� ’�
�

�k̂
� �i�2�’�
�

k̂
	�

-���

k̂
� ’���

�k̂
� �i�2�’���

k̂
	�:

(A6)

In this article we have used the following spinor product
relation,

j’�
�

k̂1
� ’���y

k̂2
j2 � 1

2�1� k̂1 � k̂2�; (A7)

which vanishes when k̂2 � k̂1.
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